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With children, who can you really trust?When inner city school teacher Terri Davies&apos; star pupil

is left home alone, she&apos;s reluctant to alert the authorities and the messy bureaucratic

nightmare it entails. Instead she turns to her sister, Detective India Kane, to quietly locate the

pregnant single mother.It doesn&apos;t take long - India finds her sectioned in a psychiatric

hospital, making wild claims her newborn was stolen by a leading paediatrician. With no record of a

baby ever being born, are her claims the ramblings of a mentally disturbed mind, or, does the baby

really exist, as Terri insists? And if he does, where is he? Under pressure from her sister with

reminders of her own haunted past, India sets out to find the truth.As head of the Met&apos;s

Paedophile Unit, Detective Chief Inspector AJ Colt has seen it all. But even he isn&apos;t prepared

for what his team encounters during a raid on a Hollywood heart-throb&apos;s London home. With

an elite predatory paedophile ring at large, the last thing he needs is for young girls to start

disappearing from the care of Social Services.When the same names start cropping up in both their

investigations - Kane and Colt&apos;s cases become entwined, plunging them deep into the

secretive world of the Family Court system . . . an institution whose secrets some will kill to keep.A

complex crime thriller with compelling real-life themes, Baby Snatchers is perfect for fans of Angela

Marsons, Robert Bryndza, Patricia Gibney, Carol Wyer, and Karin Slaughter.
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This gripping fiction story is a tale of the modern world. Young girls and boys stolen from homes and

sold on the open market for paedophiles to practice their wishes in dungeons of evil. The highest in

the land, judges, politicians and well organised groups of foster parents, plus bureaucrats litter the

landscapes.The author well illustrates the sordid scenes that envelop the reader and makes sure

this book wonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t be closed until the very absolute end. This is a battle between

good and evil. Each page reveals never ending horror at the resources available to the leaders who

are snatching innocent children from the streets.The gangeleaders use dope to beat their wives into

submission as they build their empires of lust and power. Many sections of government are taken

over and employees paid to keep their mouths shut.Henchmen are kept very busy with baseball

bats as they put paid to potential would be informers.I found this fiction yarn very true to life and I

was excited by the authors skill at painting pictures of theshocking monsters who lurked around

every corner. Some of whom searched the vacant parks for homeless girls, then drive them to

wealthy mansions. Once inside they are never seen again, and spend their lives satisfying men with

warped minds of sexual pleasures.A thriving market is created by young under age girls becoming

pregnant and eventually kept under supervision by foster parents, many of whom are pedophiles.

The husband often raping ten year old girls. When the babies are born they are transferred to

wealthy donors, with no questions asked. The mothers are pushed into prostitution.

A woman yells at a doctor at the local hospital trying to find her sick son, only tobe told he isn't

there, he doesn't exist, and she is put in the nuthouse. Herdaughter Sasha is put into foster care

and then her teacher Terri hunts downher sister India Kane, a policewoman, who she blames for

taking Sasha. Indiathen starts an investigation into the matter and finds more questions than

answers.Soon her boyfriend A.J. Colt's own investigation about a missing girl intertwines withhers

as it becomes apparent that there are baby snatchers at work. Soon someonedies and can they

prevent anymore deaths?? Must read. Adults 18+ only forsteamy scenes.

I reviewed Stealing Power which enticed me to buy this book immediately I finished reading it. This

one is pretty horrific, I kept thinking that it was so believable it kind of made me feel sick with

anxiety. The social and child services in any country have a pretty free hand to deal with cases



involving children, and I could feel the tension rising in me with just how easy it would be to be

exactly the opposite to what they should be. I know it was just a story but it was a good one. Again

lots of research, the main characters good investigating police officers, a recommended read. I

couldn't put it down. The two main characters love action still kind of annoys me but the story

overwhelms that enough to make me continue my read. Recommended reading if you like crime

thrillers.

This book is one you need a strong constitution to face. It is well written, except the f bomb is used a

lot. There's a lot of truths brought to light in regards to "baby snatching" and how it happens. I could

not put the book down. As soon as I finished, I went looking for the next book written by No

Brennan. Will recommend this book to all my reader friend and my family. I wonder if there will be a

follow-up book?

This was a freebie and I thought I'd maybe get into a new series I could follow. I just couldn't get into

this book. It seemed to jump around and go from a different person every couple of chapters. After a

bit of this, I decided it sounded too dark for me with abduction of children and what they were used

for. I also didn't like all the swearing in the book so gave up. Too many other good reads out there. I

won't be following this series.

This was just ok for me. I didn't like as much as I thought I would. The switched POV very often and

this threw me off. I got lost until I figured out where we were again in the book and who was telling

the story again this time. I was lost in the book and I wanted to like this book and I was hoping for a

great series I could keep reading. I would not read the rest of this series. It is a shame for me.

Excellent book, well worth reading. The characters are well developed, interesting and realistic. The

story is disturbing and I think it was quite well researched. I haven't read anything by this author

before but will be looking out for more in the future.

I find it difficult to describe this book without giving the story line away. But I can say when reading

it, I just could not put it down. At first you jump from caricatures to caricatures and do get a bit

confused. Then it all becomes clear. I went through so many emotions when reading it. I hope Bo

Brennan is busy with her next book . I am waiting
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